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Effects that are not captured by the generalized-gradient density-functional theory play a promi-
nent effect on the structural binding, and on the electronic and optical properties of reduced-
dimensional and weakly-bound materials. Here, we report the exfoliation energy of selenium and
tellurium atomic chains with non-empirical van der Waals corrections, and their electronic and op-
tical properties with the GW and Bethe-Salpeter formalisms. The exfoliation energy is found to
be within 0.547 to 0.719 eV/u.c. for the selenium atomic chain, and 0.737 to 0.926 eV/u.c. for
the tellurium atomic chain (u.c. stands for unit cell), depending on the approximation for the van
der Waals interaction and the numerical tool chosen. The GW electronic bandgap turned out to
be 5.22–5.47 (4.44–4.59) eV for the Se (Te) atomic chains, with the lowest bound obtained with
the Godby-Needs (GB), and the upper bound to the Hybertsen-Louie (HL) plasmon-pole models
(PPMs). The binding energy of the ground-state excitonic state ranges between 2.69 to 2.72 eV
for selenium chains within the HL and GB PPM, respectively, and turned out to be 2.35 eV for
tellurium chains with both approximations. The ground state excitonic wave function is localized
within 50 A˚ along the axis for both types of atomic chains, and its energy lies within the visible
spectrum: blue [2.50(GN)–2.78(HL) eV] for selenium, and yellow–green [2.09(GN)–2.28(HL) eV] for
tellurium, which could be useful for LED applications in the visible spectrum.
I. INTRODUCTION
Several low dimensional semiconductors such as sil-
icon, GaP, and SiGe nanowires,1–6 conjugated poly-
meric chains,7–9 carbon nanotubes,10 transition metal
dichalcogenide nanotubes,11 and single-walled boron ni-
tride nanotubes,12 exhibit a large excitonic binding en-
ergy that originates from the reduced dielectric screening
and strong quantum confinement in one dimension.
Selenium and tellurium have historically played a fun-
damental role in the early validation of current ap-
proaches to density-functional theory (DFT):13,14 from
showing that ab initio local-density total-energy calcu-
lations are viable for the study of molecular crystals,15
to discussions of 1D materials in (“polymerized”) se-
lenium helical chains,16 to pioneering demonstrations
that adding generalized-gradient corrections to the local-
density approximation helps in better describing the
atomistic structure of bulk Se and Te.17 In their bulk
and crystalline form, these materials display an atomistic
structure of strongly-bonded helical atomic chains with
three atoms per unit cell, with a comparatively weaker
interaction among neighboring chains18–20 that may per-
mit exfoliation down to the single atomic chain limit.
Five computational works have dealt with the struc-
tural, electronic, and optical properties of these heli-
cal chains: Olechna and Knox provided a tight-binding
bandstructure study of selenium chains;19 Springborg
and Jones carried out DFT studies within LDA21,22
in an in-house code;16 there are two publications by
Waghmare and coworkers23,24 where LDA and PBE25
exchange-correlation functionals and norm conserving
(NC) pseudopotentials26 as implemented in the ABINIT
code27 were employed; and work by Tuttle, Alhassan
and Pantelides28 done with the VASP code,29 where
the semi-empirical van der Waals (vdW) correction due
to Grimme30 was added to the PBE functional, and
PAW pseudopotentials31,32 were employed. The spac-
ing among periodic chains (10 A˚) is disclosed only in two
of these works.24,28 There is no systematic study of the
mechanical and opto-electronic properties of Se and Te
helical atomic chains to date that includes van der Waals
corrections at the ab-initio level (e.g., as implemented in
Refs. 33–35 and 36 among others). Calculations of these
helical chains that include many-body interactions within
the GW37–41 and Bethe-Salpeter42 approaches are scarce
too. For example, and although not critical for struc-
tural properties, employing a spacing of only 10 A˚ among
periodic images, and only eight bands to express the di-
electric screening28 may lead to dielectric properties that
differ from those of a truly isolated atomic chain, in turn
impacting predictions of GW-corrected bandstructures
and excitonic properties that prompt a revision of these
results. Reassessing the exfoliation energy and the op-
toelectronic properties of these chains is important now,
given that the search for Se- or Te-based monoatomic
semiconducting nanowires and/or atomically-thin chains
is under experimental investigation.43–47
Towards this goal, we undertake an analysis of the ex-
foliation energy with (Quantum ESPRESSO (QE)48 us-
ing two non-empirical vdW corrections. Afterwards, we
provide the reenormalized bandstructures of these chains
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2within the GW approximation, and the excitonic ab-
sorption spectra and ground state excitonic wavefunction
within the Bethe-Salpeter approach, as implemented in
the BerkeleyGW code.49
II. COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS
PBE-DFT25 calculations were performed with the QE
computer package. In these runs, a hexagonal unit cell
with a = b 6= c was employed for bulk samples, and
a tetragonal box with a = b 6= cchain was utilized for
the calculations involving chains (a graphical depiction
of these chains will be provided later on).
In QE runs, NC26 and PAW50 pseudopotentials were
employed. Additional calculations with non-empirical
vdW exchange-correlation functionals were performed as
well.33–36 In optimizing these structures, a force conver-
gence criteria of 10−3 eV/A˚ was utilized. The effect of
spin-orbit coupling (SOC) was studied too.
Convergence of the total energy was tested against the
number of k−points and the energy cutoff. In the case
of atomic chains, convergence of the total energy and the
amount of electronic charge in the vacuum region ver-
sus the in-plane lattice constant was investigated too. In
both codes, convergence is reached with a 12 × 12 × 12
k−point grid (1 × 1 × 20 in the case of the chains), and
within an energy cutoff of 612 eV (45 Ry). Only in the
case of tellurium with non-conserving pseudopotentials,
the energy cutoff converged at 1100 eV (85 Ry). The
converged k−point grids and energy cutoffs employed in
our DFT calculations are larger than those employed
before.23,24 Convergence of the total energy, and the
amount of charge against the vacuum among the peri-
odic chains –which is important for a proper description
of the dielectric environment– will be discussed later on.
Quasi-particle energies that include self-energy correc-
tions Σ can be obtained following the procedure estab-
lished by Hedin and Lundqvist:39,41
(T + Vion + VH)Ψn,k(r)+
∫
d3r′Σ(r, r′;EQPn,k )Ψn,k(r
′)
= EQPn,kΨn,k(r), (1)
where T is the kinetic energy operator, Vion is the ex-
ternal potential due to atomic nuclei, VH is the average
Coulomb (Hartree) potential due to electrons, and Σ is
the non-local electron self-energy.
Excitonic properties are in turn obtained by solv-
ing Bethe-Salpeter equation for the electron-hole
state:42,51,52
(EQPc,k+q − EQPv,k )Aivc,k +∫
BZ
d3k′
∑
v′,c′
〈vc,k|Keh|v′c′,k′〉Aiv′c′,k′ = ΩiAivc,k, (2)
where EQPc,k+q and E
QP
v,k are quasiparticle energies at the
conduction and valence bands, respectively, Keh is the
TABLE I. Lattice parameters c and a, c/a ratio for bulk Se
and Te, length of the chain’s unit cell cchain, DFT bandgaps
for these chains Eg,chain, and exfoliation energy Eexf .
PBE vdW
(NC) (PAW) (NC) (PAW) Expt.53
a (A˚) 4.516 4.510 4.279 4.531 4.368
c (A˚) 5.088 5.057 5.103 5.229 4.958
c/a 1.127 1.121 1.192 1.154 1.135
cchain (A˚) 4.970 4.949 4.957 4.952 –
Eg,chain (eV) 2.073 2.043 2.070 1.922 –
Eexf (eV) 0.152 0.152 0.547 0.719 –
PBE vdW
(NC) (PAW) (NC) (PAW) Expt.53
a (A˚) 4.454 4.498 4.351 4.446 4.451
c (A˚) 5.947 5.961 5.969 6.112 5.926
c/a 1.335 1.325 1.372 1.374 1.331
cchain (A˚) 5.663 5.651 5.599 5.654 –
Eg,chain (eV) 1.720 1.750 1.760 1.551 –
Eexf (eV) 0.544 0.581 0.926 0.737 –
electron-hole interaction kernel, Ωi are the exciton eigen-
values, and Aivck is the amplitude of the exciton wave
function |i〉:
|i〉 =
∑
v
∑
c
∑
k
Aivc,k|vc,k〉, (3)
where v labels the quasi-hole and c the quasi-electron
states, respectively. The electron-hole interaction kernel
Keh consists of a direct term Kd, and an indirect repul-
sive term Kx.
Using the Kohn-Sham energy eigenvalues obtained
form QE calculations as input, electron-correlation ef-
fects were evaluated with the BerkeleyGW code,49 em-
ploying a 1× 1× 30 k−point mesh. Due to compatibility
issues, NC pseudopotentials26 were employed (which pre-
clude calculation of spin-orbit coupling in the version of
BerkeleyGW we used), and vdW interactions were taken
into account via the vdW-DF2 functional.33–36 Given
that the length of these chain’s unit cells is∼ 5 A˚, roughly
twice the length of an (n, n) carbon nanotube, our choice
of k−points is equivalent to the 1× 1× 64 k−point mesh
employed to study (n, n) carbon nanotubes in Refer-
ence 54. We verified that a cut-off of 272 eV (20 Ry)
was sufficient to reach a converged dielectric matrix, by
looking at the convergence of the GW bandgap versus
this parameter (more on this later).
A cell wire truncation for the Coulomb interaction
among periodic images was employed as well.55 We find
that 99.996% or more of the electronic charge was con-
fined to within a radius of a/4 from the Se and Te wires’
center of mass when a ≥ 20 A˚. Convergence of the dielec-
tric function, of the GW bandgap, and of the excitonic
wavefunctions was ensured by employing 45 unoccupied
bands, which is an order of magnitude larger than the
four unoccupied bands used in Ref. 28. The absorption
spectrum with and without electron-hole interactions was
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FIG. 1. Energy E versus in-plane and out-of-plane lattice con-
stants a and c for (a,b) bulk selenium and (d,e) bulk tellurium,
as obtained from the QE code. The energy is reported with
respect to the minimum for each calculation, labeled Ebulk.
also calculated to obtain the ground-state exciton bind-
ing energy.
III. RESULTS
The experimental lattice parameters of bulk selenium
in a hexagonal unit cell under standard temperature and
pressure conditions are a = b = 4.366–4.368 A˚, and c
= 4.955–4.958 A˚.53,56,57 The lattice parameters for bulk
tellurium are a = b = 4.451 A˚, and c = 5.926 A˚.53 In
Fig. 1, we display the total energy versus the in-plane
(a) and out-of-plane (c) lattice parameters as obtained
with the QE code. In these plots, the energy is referred
with respect to its minimum magnitude Ebulk for a given
pseudopotential (NC or PAW) employed.
Structural parameters for bulk samples, the length of
the chain on the unit cell cchain for the helical atomic
chains, their DFT band gaps Eg,chain, as well as their
exfoliation energy Eexf , are listed in Table I.
As seen in Figs. 2(a) and 2(b), the structural energy
of the atomic chain, Echain, is slightly sensitive on the
magnitude of a; this is even more so for the tellurium
wire. There, ∆Echain = Echain(a) − Echain(50 A˚). The
structural energy is still not converged at a = 10 A˚.24,28
In Figures 2(c) and 2(d), the electronic charge is inte-
grated over an a/4 radius, measured with respect to the
chain’s axis of symmetry, and displayed as a percent of
the total charge. This helps in understanding the de-
gree of localization of the electronic charge within these
chains. Upon comparison, the tellurium chain spills its
electronic charge over a larger radius. Figures 2(c) and
2(d) indicate that the charge is 99.996 % contained within
a cylinder of a/4 radius only when a = 20 A˚. As illus-
trated in Fig. 2(e), we actually employed a = 25 A˚ for all
calculations (DFT, GW, and Bethe-Salpeter) involving
chains.
The lattice parameter cchain of the tetragonal cell was
subsequently optimized while keeping a = 25 A˚. The
values of cchain agree within the second decimal digit
in all entries in Table I. As seen in that Table, cchain
decreases by about 2.9 ± 1.1 percent with respect to its
value c in bulk selenium, and 5.4 ± 1.1 percent when
compared to c in bulk tellurium, so that these hexagonal
chains compress under isolation.
The atomistic structure of these chains is not signifi-
cantly altered upon inclusion of vdW corrections. Never-
theless, these corrections naturally alter the estimate of
binding energy; i.e., the ease to exfoliate a single atomic
chain. The continuous trends in Figs. 2(f-i) are quadratic
fits to the data shown in squares. The coordinates at the
minimum points, i.e., (cchain, Eexf ), are listed in Table I
explicitly.
Without vdW corrections, Eexf = 0.152 ± 0.001
eV/u.c. for the selenium chain, and 0.537±0.047 eV/u.c.
for the tellurium chain. The vdW functional corrects the
underestimation in binding of the PBE functional, and
the exfoliation energy obtained with non-empirical vdW
corrections turns out to be 0.678 ± 0.116 eV/u.c. for
the selenium chain, and 0.826 ± 0.095 eV/u.c. for the
tellurium one for a 22% increase. Such energetics imply
that it may be similarly likely to exfoliate chains of either
element from defect-free, crystalline samples.
Recalling that the chain’s unit cell contains three
atoms (Fig. 2(e)), the exfoliation energies reported in
Ref. 28 (0.600 eV/u.c, and 0.810 eV/u.c. for the selenium
and tellurium atomic chain, respectively) agree with the
values presented here. The reader must note, neverthe-
less, a procedural difference in these estimates. Here, we
use the vdW functional for both bulk and chain, while
previous work28 used an empirical vdW correction30 and
the exfoliation energy was computed as the difference
between an energy obtained with the PBE functional
(chain), and an energy with empirical vdW corrections
(bulk).
Bandstructures computed along the Γ − pi/cchain line
obtained with the QE (NC) and VASP codes that include
vdW corrections are plotted in Fig. 3. The golden lines
were obtained with QE (NC); the dashed line with VASP;
and the solid lines correspond to a VASP calculation with
the SOC turned on. Zoom-ins highlight the bandgap near
the zone edge around the pi/cchain point. In addition, the
inset in Fig. 3(b) showcases bands over a larger energy
range.
In Figure 3, the selenium atomic chain displays a
bandgap of 2.070 (2.076) eV according to our well-
converged QE (VASP) calculations. As seen in Table
I, the bandgap is only marginally modified when PBE
calculations –without vdW corrections but still on fully
relaxed structures– are performed. This bandgap is 14%
larger than the one obtained with the ABINIT code (1.82
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FIG. 2. (a,b) Convergence of the total energy versus a on the tetragonal unit cell. (c,d) Total amount of charge q within a
cylinder centered about the chain axis with radius a/4 versus a on the tetragonal unit cell. The vertical axes, named charge
confinement, display q
18 electrons
×100. (e) Atomistic structure of the selenium atomic chain (the structure of the tellurium chain
is similar, and not shown for that reason). (f,g) Total energy for the selenium atomic chain without and with vdW corrections.
(h,i) Total energy for the tellurium atomic chain without and with vdW corrections, respectively. The minima in subplots (f-i)
are at coordinates (cchain, Eexf ) listed in Table I.
eV), likely due to the potentially different optimization
of the NC pseudopotentials employed previously,23 that
also leads to a∼ 2% more elongated chain (cchain = 5.079
A˚) in comparison to the six smaller and nearly identical
values of cchain (4.949–4.970) we find in our calculations
and those in Ref. 28.
The bandgap reported before (1.64 eV) for the tel-
lurium wire, obtained with PBE-DFT and without
SOC,24 is also (9%) smaller than the ones we found with
PBE without the SOC turned on (1.720–1.787 eV). When
vdW corrections are turned on, and still without SOC, a
QE calculation with PAW pseudopotentials gives a gap
of 1.551 eV, while its value is 1.675 eV with VASP, and
1.760 with QE NC.
As the SOC is turned on (solid black lines in Fig. 3),
the spin-degenerate bands become split. The splitting
becomes stronger for the valence bands for both chains,
as evidenced by the DOS shown in Fig. 4, which was
obtained on a 1 × 1 × 80 k−point grid, with a gaussian
smearing of 0.050 eV, and an energy resolution of 0.075
eV. The valence band has a predominant px, pz character,
while the conduction band has a larger contribution from
the py orbital. In Fig. 4, the height of the van Hove peak
near the valence band edge gets reduced as SOC is turned
on; compare Fig. 4(a) versus 4(b); and Fig. 4(d) versus
4(d). The smaller height of the van Hove singularity
at the top of the valence band is more so for the case
of tellurium because it has a stronger atomic mass and
therefore a stronger SOC. Two additional features arising
from SOC are a split DOS near −2 eV in Fig. 4(d), and
the higher peaks at about 2.0 (1.5) eV for the selenium
(tellurium) chain, which results from four bands meeting
at the Γ−point (due to the initial spin degeneracy) that
accidentally overlap over a larger segment of k − space
once split due to SOC and thus generate a slightly higher
DOS feature at these energies.
Upon inclusion of SOC, the bandgap reduces by 0.058
eV for the selenium chain, and 0.095 eV for the tellurium
chain. Spin-orbit coupling is a relativistic property that
can be further tuned by crystal symmetry. For any given
band, its intrinsic band splitting due to SOC is not ex-
pected to be greatly altered upon inclusion of GW cor-
rections (we do not know of any work where the opposite
has been claimed).
Quasiparticle energies EQPn,k were next obtained within
the G0W0 approximation on the simulation box hav-
ing a = 25 A˚, using 30 k− points to produce mean-
field inputs, including all 18/2 = 9 occupied bands
(our pseudopotentials include two s− electrons, and four
p−electrons in the valence), and 45 unoccupied bands for
convergence. With this choice of unoccupied bands, we
further show in Fig. 5 the convergence of the q−grid em-
ployed to construct the dielectric matrix within the HL
approach, by means of the evolution of the bandgap at
the Γ and the pi/cchain k−points. Although convergence
was reached at 200 eV, we settled for a 270 eV cutoff.
We also present results within the Godby-Needs58,59 ap-
proach to the plasmon-pole model with a q−point grid
cutoff of 200 eV (according to Reference 60, convergence
is reached on a smaller grid within the GN approach,
hence our choice). In the GN approach, the frequency
integration in the expression for the self-energy is car-
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FIG. 3. Bandstructures for (a) selenium and (b) tellurium
atomic chains with vdW exchange-correlation functionals.
The golden lines correspond to a calculation with the QE
code with NC pseudopotentials; the dashed line to a calcu-
lation with the VASP code without spin-orbit coupling; and
the solid black lines to a VASP calculation with spin-orbit
coupling. Inset in (b) shows bands above 3 eV.
ried out along the imaginary axis, which is advantageous
since the pole structure along the real axis is avoided.41
As seen in Fig. 6, the G0W0 electronic bandgap turned
out to be 5.22–5.47 (4.44–4.59) eV for the Se (Te) atomic
chains, with the lowest bound obtained with the GB, and
the upper bound to the HL plasmon-pole models. Con-
vergence of all relevant input parameters implies that
the small differences observed are due to procedural dif-
ferences in these two methods. Being a relativistic and
crystal-symmetry related effect, in principle barely mod-
ified by the dielectric environment, inclusion of SOC
(not available in the version of BerkeleyGW we employed
while also including vdW corrections), would probably
split the bands to an extent not too dissimilar from that
seen in Fig. 3.
The absorption spectrum (the imaginary part of the
dielectric function) is shown in Fig. 7 for both HL and
GN PPMs for selenium and tellurium atomic chains with
and without electron-hole interactions. There, the differ-
ence in the energy of the peaks position with and without
electron-hole interactions provides the excitonic binding
energy Ωi. Peaks listed by 1 and 1’ correspond to the
ground-state eigenvalues with and without electron-hole
interaction. These excitonic energies lie within the visi-
ble spectrum: blue (2.50–2.78 eV) for the selenium chain
and yellow–green (2.09–2.28 eV) for the tellurium chain,
with lower bounds obtained in GN-PPM runs and upper
ones obtained with HL-PPM, and are not expected to
change drastically upon inclusion of SOC, besides addi-
tional splittings of the observed energy features, follow-
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of SOC corrections, but SOC does produce a considerable split
near the valence band, especially for the tellurium chain, and
an increase on DOS at about 2.0 (1.5) eV for the Se (Te)
chain.
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code, for the selenium and tellurium atomic chains, with the
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ing arguments provided in previous lines. Nevertheless,
spin-selection rules on the SOC-split bands will provide
a handle for further experimental control of these excita-
tions.
The binding energy of the ground-state excitonic state
Ω0 ranges between 2.69 to 2.72 eV for selenium chains
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FIG. 6. G0W0-corrected bandstructure of (a) selenium and
(b) tellurium atomic chains with the HL (full dots) and GN
(open diamonds) approximations. The bandgap is direct.
FIG. 7. Imaginary part of dielectric function (absorption
spectrum) with and without electron-hole interactions. The
position of the first peaks is highlighted. The blue curve was
drawn semi-transparent, which leads to a gray color at en-
ergies where the two curves overlap. Insets show the extent
(∼ 50 A˚) of the excitonic ground state wavefunction.
within the HL and GB PPM, respectively, and turned out
to be 2.35 eV for tellurium chains with both approxima-
tions. Insets in Fig. 7 display the degree of localization of
the ground state excitonic wave function along the wire,
which occurs within 50 A˚ along the axis for both types
of atomic chains.
The structural properties and exfoliation energy we
found agrees with those listed in Ref. 28. Nevertheless,
the G0W0 bandgaps listed there (3.0 and 2.4 eV) are 50%
smaller than the ones we found. We also note that the
G0W0-corrected bandstructure in that work misses all
states around 4 eV seen in Fig. 6, in which 45 unoccu-
pied bands were employed. The ratio of these bandgaps
in that paper (2.4/3.0=0.8) happens to be nearly equal
to the ratio we found (4.4/5.2 = 0.8), which appears to
imply that the small number of unoccupied bands in that
work leads to a similar relative underestimation of the di-
electric properties for both wires, such that the bandgaps
are underestimated by the same percentage with respect
to our converged results. (This makes sense, because the
limiting case in which the number of empty bands is zero
would correspond to no correction of the dielectric envi-
ronment and would lead to a 2.1 (1.7) eV bandgap. A
similar argument of almost zero correction holds when
the number of occupied bands is close to zero.
From then on, exciton eigenvalues and exciton binding
energies we find are larger than those listed in Ref. 28,
in which scarce additional procedural details were listed.
Lacking more information, the truncation of sums over
only four empty and four occupied bands in that work
appear to lead to an underestimated modification of the
dielectric environment within GW and Bethe-Salpeter
equations, which propagate and explain their underes-
timation of their accompanying many-body corrections.
No single convergence study was provided in that work.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
We have reported the exfoliation energy of selenium
and tellurium atomic chains with non-empirical van der
Waals corrections, and their electronic and optical prop-
erties with the GW and Bethe-Salpeter formalisms. The
exfoliation energy is found to be within 0.547 to 0.719
eV/u.c. for the selenium atomic chain, and 0.737 to 0.926
eV/u.c. for the tellurium atomic chain.
The G0W0 electronic bandgap turned out to be 5.22–
5.47 (4.44–4.59) eV for the Se (Te) atomic chains, with
the lowest bound obtained with the Godby-Needs (GB),
and the upper bound to the Hybertsen-Louie (HL)
plasmon-pole models (PPMs). The binding energy of
the ground-state excitonic state ranges between 2.69 to
2.72 eV for selenium chains within the HL and GB PPM,
respectively, and turned out to be 2.35 eV for tellurium
chains with both approximations.
The ground state excitonic wave function is localized
within 50 A˚ along the axis for both types of atomic
chains, and its energy lies within the visible spectrum:
blue [2.50(GN)–2.78(HL) eV] for selenium, and yellow–
green [2.09(GN)–2.28(HL) eV] for tellurium. The loca-
tion of these exciton energies within the visible spectrum
could be relevant for photovoltaic applications.
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